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Introduction
Ron Coster has a common law practice. While his specialist areas include personal injury; employment,
contract/commercial; and professional negligence, he is also instructed in landlord & tenant/housing; and
property/chancery matters.
Ron undertakes public access work and so in appropriate cases he accepts instructions directly from businesses
and individuals in relation to both contentious and non-contentious matters.
Ron represents clients at various alternative dispute resolution forums such as arbitration; mediation and round
table meetings in all areas of his practice.

Professional Negligence
Construction professionals
Ron handles claims against construction professionals including architects; designers; project managers;
surveyors and builders. He has also defended claims against builders. Ron has an interest in self build
projects.
Lawyers Claims against solicitors also features in Ron’s practice including where clients have been
unfortunate enough to have been represented by more than one negligent solicitor before Ron has been
instructed.
Medical professionals Ron’s practice also includes claims against medical professionals in areas including
late diagnosis and negligent treatment leading to near fatality.
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Selected cases
McGeough v Thomson Holidays Ltd EWCA Civ 1509

Publications
J.Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans.1, 1987, 1521-1526
The Chemistry of nitrilium salts. Part 4. Some reactions of 5-amino-4(C-cyanoformimidoyl) imidazoles
obtained from nitrilium trifluromethanesulphonate salts and diaminomaleonitrile

Education
BSc Hons (Chemistry)

Bar Diploma

Other information
Ron’s interests include Fly Fishing; and Skiing.
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